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Standardization in DRIVER+
Driving Innovation in Crisis Management for European Resilience

- Integrative process of developing standards out of DRIVER+ (analysis of existing standards, identification of standardization needs, co-creative approach for developing new standards)
- Definition of criteria for selecting specific project results for standardization

Demand Side
Needs of the market and end-users in Crisis Management

New Standards for Crisis Management

Supply Side
DRIVER+ results and relevant existing standards

OUTCOMES & FUTURE WORK

STANDARDS/
CEN WORKSHOPS ON

- Requirements on information exchange across borders and organizations
- Trial Guidance Methodology
- Building a Common Simulation Environment

INTEGRATION OF STANDARDIZATION METHODOLOGY IN RESEARCH PROJECTS

- An impactful way to disseminate and exploit the project findings
- Raise awareness on existing relevant standards
- Propose and develop new standards

Are you interested in participating in the CEN Workshops? Join the CMINE!
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